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II. Overview of Mobile World

Target Audiences and customers

User groups

Proffessionals

Enterprises

Governments & Educators

Individuals including children

Different needs and usage patterns

Use data to analyse usage

Business models

Freemium

Advertisement

Transaction

Paid

Types of Mobile Devices

Basic Phones communication

Feature phones

(mainly) communication

(limited) third party apps

on-deck browsers

Smart phones
All sort of user scenario's

Today smartphone are feature phone of the future

Tablets
different layout options

Different usage scenario's

Wearables
companion / accessory

status in action

Type of applications

Native

need to be tested on all supported devices

Higher devlopment costs

installed on the physical device

Developed with platform SDK's

Use all platform API's and sensors

Browser based

website on a mobile device

No off-line usage

Browser compatibility testing

Lower development cots

Hybrid

One source code, multiple output

Combination of native and web

HTML container in a native jacket

Architecture a mobile app

Technical & Business criteria

Multi platform support

Access to hardware sensors

Access to peripheal SDK's

Performance on the device

Native look and feel

App search support through store

Automatic upgrades

Backward/forward compatibilty

Development support

Testing support

Simulators/emulators

Debugging support

Time-to-Market

Cost

Content Search

Paid Apps

Graphics

Media

Client-side
Thin (web/hybrid)

Thick/fat (Native)

Server-side Number of layers of servers

Connection type

type

Wi-Fi

GSM network (2G/3G/4G)

Bluetooth

Connected modes

Partially

Never

Always

Mechanism
Push

Pull

Synchronization
synchronize data between mobile device and the back-end system

type
Continuous

Store-and-forward database

Platform

iOS

Xcode IDE

iOS simulator

iOS instruments tools for dynamically analysis

Android

ADT

AVD

ADB

DDMS or Monitor

Monkey Tool

App stores
Google play

App store

III. Mobile Application Test Types

Mobile app unique challenges

Hardware

Manufacturers

screen sizes and resolutions

Performance impact

Caching size

Software

platform fragmentation

Multiple platforms and versions

No upgrade control

App stores

Guidelines

Rollout schedule

Reginal/country specific

Network

latency and bandwidth

Constant handovers

multiple providers

movement

Performance (perception)

Different connection access types

local Db

Client-server

Online / off-line

Constant change in growth usage

Weak resources (CPU, memory, power, sensors)

Devices

Emulator

replicate the usage as on the original device

Substitue of usage

Used for debugging

Simulator

models the environment

For analysis and study

Apps need to be compiled into PC code (will not run on device)

UI and data processing

Advantages

isolating issues (retesting)

can be used when device is not available (easy available)

give the feeling of the real handheld device

functional, UI and usability testing

Disadvantages

Extra configuration per OS

It's slow

It are models (not all hardware/sensors/firmware are build in)

They are clean devices

Memory/battery issues may not be simulated or emulated

Mobile testing types

Testing of device specifics

Device features

Test scenarios

Install the app

Play with all the hardware options

investigate impact on the app

Issues

hardware buttons that give input interaction/interfere with the app

error message/popups

delays or pauses

different/no implementation between physical and touch buttons

different behavior when using hardware buttons

Device sizes

Android 4 generalized sizes

small

normal

large

Extra large

Screen density

quantity of pixels (dpi = dots per inch)

numbers of dpi

low (ldpi)

medium (Mdpi)

high (Hdpi)

Extra high (Xhdpi / xxhdpi)

Issues

overlapping elements

images shrinking because of higher dpi

touch/focus issues

Allignment and usability issues

Text scaling inappropriate

Test scenarios
execute on different screen sizes and density

execute on all screens

Temperature

Device doesn't have a fan and can get heated because

battery charging

Intense workload (apps running in background)

continuous GPS, WiFi and other sensors

Older batteries, temperature environment

Issues

poor performance

Temperature safety mode

Crashes or errors

Usability issues

Test scenarios

Run app in colder weather (cold or slightly numb fingers)

Run app with multiple background running apps

Run app when device is hot or warm (GPS intensive applications)

Observice speed and memory utilization (DDMS for android or instruments for iOS)

Mobile specific testing

Functionality testing in a mobile app context

Different inputs

Type of inputs

Touch screen en gesture

look for lags and/or redraw issues

Look for consistency of gestures

Look for unhandeld exceptions

Look for icons/images that don't fit on the screen/to small

different keyboard (layouts)

concentional qwery)

alternative layout

tap-slider to select key

Swiper keyboard

Subtopic 5

motion sensors Movement triggers many sensors at the same time

Light, sound and camera input

readability with ambient light conditions

Background noise

Voice control

Interruptions sounds

reminders

texts

phone calls

Emails

chat sessions

Big files

Performance processing sounds

Digital right management (DRM)

camera's can take a lot of resources

Older camera's can be without autofocus

GPS

Incorrect location

Incorrect starting location / can't find my location

Performance with determination of location

Indoor/outdoor

Temperature sensor input

When using the app combine different inputs

Orientation and UI

Change orientation (portrait versus landscape mode)

Look for layout issues

Look for maintaining state (from background)

Allignment with different data input

Issues with gestures and touch input

Visual feedback on action

OS guidelines

submission guidelines

App in life time
install and launch

Migrate, delete and reinstall

Language

Search with in a country app store

File size and connectivity

Onboarding

Requested permission

Interrupts

While using the app an there is an interruption

A phone call

A text message

Notification

Network loss and reconnection

Look for data loss

Look for transactions

Look for error messages

Network

Look for application behavior with different connection types

synchronisation with different connection types

Quality of the connection

Flight mode

Intermittently connection

Strong and weak Wi-Fi signal

Opening and closing of a connection

Look for issues with

Poor performance

Time lags and delays

Big data consumption / extra costs for the user

Preferences

Local settings of the device and/or user

look for impact of

data and time zone

languages

brightness 

text size settings / zoom

power saving settings

mobile app permissions

on installation

on migration

reinstallation

Blocking or don't disturb mode

Battery life

When is the app using much power

combination with another app

running (short/long) in background

type of network

app behavior in or almost in battery save mode (boundary state)

Which sensor consume much power

camera

GPS

accelerometer

Other sensors

Are the device services closed/turned of when not in use

App should wake the device or prevent from going into sleep mode

Common test types applied to mobile apps

Functional testing Test the application according to the designed test cases

Installation testing

Users are not likely to revisit installation of an app if it fails the first time

Look for all possible scenarios to install, remove, upgrade, downgrade the app

Install form market place

OTA

Wi-Fi

GSM/GPRS

Data cable

Bluetooth

Performance and stress testing

determining performance of the app when subjeced to conditions beyond normal load

Conditions like

out-of-memory

Low disk space

failures

Low battery

Bad network

Performance of the app
Benchmark under all conditions

compare performance with set KPI's

Compatibilty testing Run tests on selected devices

Different resolutions

Various operating systems

brands

screen sizes

Resolutions

internal hardware

Certification testing Compliance testing

contry specific laws

platform rules

submission rules

usabiltiy testing

usability of mobile apps is one of the most important aspects for success of the app

look for

Simple to use interface

easy navigation

links should work

follow the OS guidelines

consistency within the application and platform

comply with users expectations for the app

should work on different screen sizes and resolutions

should follow consistent terminology

should load quickly

give feedback on actions

An app is more usable if it is more accessable test with used that is going to use the app

app becomes uglier if it doesn't meet user needs

Database testing

look for data integrity and errors while editing, deleting and modifying with the app (CRUD and 
life cycle of data)

Tester should understand the datamodel of the app

Look for app behavior with different data input, processing and output

look for local, server storage, synchronization, uplade conflicts, data security

Security testing

view OWSAP for mobile (https://www.owasp.org/index.php/
OWASP_Mobile_Security_Project#tab=Home)

look for

For inputs of data

For data transfer

For data storage

Low resource and memory usage testing

play with different memory available

low CPU and diskspace

low network

Field testing

Verify the requirements in real life conditions, environment and users

Carefull planning is needed to collect test results

Define real world scenario's

tours

routes with bus, car, train, elevator

users

blind spots

Network settings

V. Tools and Automation

Automation

automation approaches

User Agent-based (Mobile web)

Tools

UFT / QTP

Selenium

RFT

Reuse existing solutions

Remote/cloud-based (Native & Hybrid)

Tools

Perfecto Mobile

Device anywhere

TenKod EZ Mobile

SeeTest Cloud

Effective and scalable

Lab-based (Native, Hybrid & Mobile web-based)

Local and controlled test environment

Tools

TenKod EZ Mobile

SeeTest Automation

Eggplant

ZAP

Silktest

automation concepts

Record and playback

Data driven

Keyword/Action based

Automation solutions

How to set up an automation script for the different platforms

How to access the application objects (determines the possible tools)

image recognition

OCR.Text recognition

Web-based (DOM) recognition

Native object recognition

The goal of the automation (determines what and how to automate)

Automation process

Define automation objectives and strategy

Identify test cases and test data

Create automation on one sample deviceAutomation steps

Instrument application (optional)

Record

Edit

Play/execute

Debug & re-execute

Analyze results

Create framework around automation to replicate across multiple devices

Execute across multiple devices

Identify defects and follow-up for resolution

Tool evaluation parameters

List the criteria to evaluate a tool

Commercial tool

freeware/shareware

Build it your self

Create a plan to introduce a new tool

Test environment and test lab

Physical lab

Simulators/Emulators

Remote Device Access (RDA)

IV. Mobile Application Testing Process & Techniques
Process and strategy

different levels

Unit testing in the IDE

Integration testing
Client side testing

on simulator or emulators

on actual devices

Server side testing

system testing

Field testing

User acceptance testing

Download & install testing (store submission)

Non-functional testing

Test automation (if feasable)

Test process

ISTQB process

Planning and control

Analysis and design

Implementation and execution

Evaluation exit criteria and reporting

Closure

Test process

Mobile apps

Identify scope and objective (What do you want tested?)

Establish priority / schedule (when do you want it tested?)

Test design and exectution (how to design and execute?)

Analysis and reporting (Are you pleased with the results?)

Certify app/device (Can we conclude the evaluation?)

Test strategy

Extra risks

variety of mobile devices

new technology

platform issues

Lab setup

Available devices

use of emulators/simulators

Testing on network of various service providers

scope reduction

Beta testing

test focus for each level

Optimize test coverage

define appropriate acceptance criteria for mobile

what can/need to combined?

Use pairwise testing or orthogonal arrays

Exploratory Test techniques

concurrent test design, execution and learning

learning

test design

test execution

Heuristics

tours

Cem Kaner

A tour is an exploration of a product that is organized around a theme

Heuristics
This is a provisional and fallible guide by which we investigate or solve a problem

It's also a method by which learning takes place as a result of discoveries informed by exploration

tour helps

To understand how an app works

to create models on how an app works

to perform exploratory testing

to review the application/requirements

to create tests/test ideas/test cases

Choosing a tour

Choose a tour based on the needs and time available

Useful tours

Feature

Configuration

User

Scenario

type of tours

FCC CUTS VIDS

Feature tour

Complexity tour

Claims tour

Configuration tour

User tour

Testability tour

Scenario tour

Variability tour

Inter-operability tour

Data tour

Structure tour

I SLICED UP FUN

Input

Store submission

Location

Interaction/interruptions

Communication

Ergonomics

Data

Usability

Platform

Function

User scenarios

Network

Subtopic 2

performed with charters

test sessions are time boxed


